
Cruise with Ali to the
Italian Riviera

Aug. 24-Sep. 2, 2023
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Why I love this itinerary:
Barcelona has always had a special place in
my heart. Beginning and ending your cruise
experience in this magical city will be one of
the best aspects of this itinerary. Barcelona is
lively yet quaint, where history meets beach.
It’s a winner no matter your travel style. The
French Riviera is iconic and gorgeous and
we’ll get two stops with both Marseille and
Nice! The port of call in Ajaccio is really
unique and two stops along the Italian Riviera

ensures you’ll spend time in the villages that really capture the spirit of Italy - including Florence - my all
time favorite city. Of course time in Rome for iconic sightseeing, and then Naples is the gateway to the
Amalfi Coast! If you want non-stop stunner views of the Mediterranean, this is your itinerary!

Pre- and Post-Cruise experiences available in Barcelona!*
*Pre- and post-cruise experiences can be customized to each couple or family. Barcelona has a wide
variety of activities and sites to see as well as a diverse offering of hotels to accommodate a variety of
budgets. I am also happy to arrange airfare for your cruise to ensure you have ample time before and
after boarding the ship.
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Itinerary:
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Pricing for double occupancy:
Sunset Veranda, $2,966 per person*

Deluxe Veranda, $2,801 per person*

Prime Veranda, $2,746 per person*

Prime Oceanview, $1,941 per person*

For Suites, interior cabins, or cabins with more than double occupancy, please contact me for a custom
quote: ali@picturethistravel.com

*Pricing is a quote, does not guarantee pricing or availability. Deposits of $450 per person can hold cabin space and pricing. Pricing includes Distinctive
Voyages program amenities including a host on board, cocktail party, and complimentary exclusive shore excursion.
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